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Burraneer duplex
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Completed in 2019 | Build time: 50 weeks | Block size: 556 m2
Two storey duplex:
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Our clients bought this property specifically for
development. As a corner block, it provided a genuine
custom home build opportunity. The decision to
knockdown and rebuild a duplex delivered the client with
an exceptional outcome.
While their existing architectural plans were going
through the DA approval process, they came to Allura
seeking a custom home builder who could execute the
project to a budget and maximise the return. The client
was also looking for a total solutions specialist, a builder
who could deliver attention to detail and exceptional
interior design advice.
Allura ticked all the boxes. While Allura didn’t design the
homes we could definitely deliver an outstanding finish.
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Burraneer duplex
The clients were impressed with Studio Allura and
the interior design service we offer, as they wanted to
created two unique homes with exterior and interior
finishes that were on trend and what buyers were
looking for.
Each duplex was the same size, however they featured
individual interior layouts to appeal to different buyers.
This was intentional; to provide the future owner with
confidence they had purchased a home unique to them,
and not a ‘cookie cutter’ of their neighbour’s home.
Studio Allura’s interior designer worked closely with the
owners to create two unique, contemporary homes with
on-trend finishes, and exterior aesthetics that suited the
suburb and the coastal vibe of the area.
The goal was to create two individual properties that
would perform well in the market place.
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“Building this duplex as an investment to ultimately have a
great return, has surpassed my expectations. The selections
experience with our personalised interior designer and Studio
Allura made the whole experience an absolute joy!”
Gianna

Ground level floorplan

First level floorplan

Contact us: (02) 9420 4133

www.allurahomes.com.au

